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General	framework	–	mo1va1on	

•  Seman1c	technologies	to	foster	
interoperability,	discovery,	reuse	of	data	and	
knowledge	

•  Within	ecological	sciences:	thesauri	for	
authorita1ve	defini1ons	of	concepts	



General	framework	–	mo1va1on	
•  Issues	highlighted	in	the	past	for	terms	in	vocabularies	
managed	with	spreadsheets	and	rela1onal	databases	
that	led	to	the	adop1on	of	seman1c	technologies	(cf.	
Simons,	Yu,	Cox	2013	“Defining	a	water	quality	vocabulary	using	QUDT	and	ChEBI”):	
–  Ambiguity:	concepts	poorly	defined	
–  Inconsistent	governance:	same	term	in	mul1ple	
vocabularies	and	rela1ons	among	them	are	limited	

–  Lack	of	modularity:	one	discipline	needs	access,	with	least	
effort,	to	terms	from	others.	

–  Not	interoperable:		use	of	local,	non-resolvable	
idenDfiers,	lack	of	a	formal	defini1on,	lack	of	an	ontology	

•  Do	the	same	issues	affect	geographic	names	
representa1on	management?	



As	a	result,	the	outcomes	of	all	the	current	methods	for	georeferencing	
primary	biodiversity	data	are	composed	of	two	parts:		
•  a	point	that	represents	the	loca1on,	and		
•  a	polygon	that	represents	the	uncertainty	by	which	the	errors	in	the	

transforma1on	process	are	taken	into	account.		
•  More	specific	is	the	descripDon	of	the	locality	and	smaller	could	be	the	

polygon.	
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«We	ohen	think	of	primary	
species	data	as	being	point	
records	of	plant	or	animal	
occurrences	but	this	is	only	
part	of	the	
story.»	(Chapmann,	2005).		
	

Some1mes	the	samples	are	directly	related	to	
a	grid	or	an	area,	but	also	when	a	record	refers	
a	named	place,	it	always	describes	an	area	
rather	than	a	true	point	and	that	collec1ng	may	
have	occurred	anywhere	within	the	described	
area	(Wieczorck	et	al.,	2004).		

Geographic	names	-	georeferencing	the	data	

Point	records	of	primary	
specimen	records	are	not	
really	points,	but	have	an	
error	figure	associated	with	
them	(Chapmann,	2005).		
	



Tenta1ve	discussion	on	geographic	names	

•  Rela1on	to	georeferencing	
•  (not	only)	historically	used	for	metadata	
•  Are	they	beeer	subs1tuted	by	other	kind	of	
representa1on	such	as:	points,	polygons,	…	
i.e.	geographic	features	(and	related	
technologies	like	Web	Feature	Services)?	



Georeference	and	geographic	names:		
back	to	the	issues	

WFS	solu1on	
•  Ambiguity:	same	geography,	different	“places”	(e.g.	

Sicily	–	the	Region	vs	Sicily,	the	island)	
•  Inconsistent	governance.	E.g.	different	WFS	define	

the	same	geographic	features.	How	to	relate	them?	
•  To	favour	modularity	(e.g.	access	to	features	defined	

for	different	disciplines)	a	solu1on	can	be	represented	
by	na1onal	geoportals	but…	

•  They	can	use	non	persistent	idenDfier	for	features	
(e.g.	features	ids	changing	with	each	request:	not	
possible	to	use	wfs	getFeature	by	id	requests	as	URIs)	



Georeference	and	geographic	names:		
back	to	the	issues	

•  For	governance,	persistent	idenDficaDon.		

Notable	example	of	a	strategy	
for	a	possible	solu1on	:	
marineregions.org	Marine	
GazeLeer.	Geographic	names	
have	unique	MRGID	–	central	
gazeeeer	(rest	services).	
Associated	WFS	with	aeribute	
MRGID.	
	
Lack	of	a	URI	for	a	feature	with	MRGID.	



Proposal,	experimenta1on	in	progress:	
seman1c	geographic	features	

•  Several	ontologies	to	describe	geographic	features,	e.g.	
–  skos	(Prominent	example	of	skos-gazeeeer:	gebco	features	in	NVS	

C19)	
–  sweet	ontology	(realms)		
–  geoLink	(defines	feature	types,	cf.	hep://schema.geolink.org/1.0/voc/

gebco/featuretype)	
•  Our	choice/proposal	(please,	discuss	it!):	geonames	ontology.	

Prominent	example	of	gazeeeer:		
–  geonames.org,	rdf	downloadable	+	linked	data;	queries	via	REST	

services,	no	sparql	endpoint)	
–  Past	experience	reported	(German	federal	environmental	agency:	

gein®	Gazeeeer)	
•  Ongoing	work	LifeWatch	Italia:	IGM	toponyms	(currently	served	as	

WFS	by	Na1onal	Geoportal)	into	geonames	ontology.	



Geonames:	why?	

•  Well	suited	to	toponyms	
•  Mappings	(equivalentClasses)	to	other	ontologies	
(linkedgeodata,	geovocab,	mindswap	geo)		

•  Hierarchies/rela1ons	among	geographic	features	
(parent	feature,	parent	country,	nearby	features)	

•  Mul1lingual	(trivial:	@)	and	alternate	naming	
support	(gn:alternateName	sub	property	of	
skos:altLabel)	



Geographic	features	as	seman1c	
resources:	why?	

•  Use	case:	historical	observa1ons	located	within	a	
“place	name”	with	no	coordinates	
– Natural	representa1on	with	toponyms	

•  Use	case:	merging	synomyms	(owl:sameAs	or	
alternateNames)	

•  Use	case:	different	samplings	of	the	same	feature	
of	interest	(e.g.	we	are	studying	this	lake)	



Geographic	features	as	seman1c	
resources:	why?	

•  Geographic	concrete	
support	of	a	geographic	
feature	can	vary:	e.g.	
lake,	glacier,	forest	

•  Conceptual	en1ty	
persists	

•  Higher	level	of	
abstrac1on	needed		
(w.r.t	Web	Feature	
Service/coordinates)	

Installa1on	at	the	Venice	“Biennale	di	
Architeeura”	(2015)	represen1ng	the	
“movable	borders	between	Italy	and	
Austria”	



IGM	Italian	toponyms	into	geonames	
ontology	

•  Existing, authoritative sources must be 
preserved and leveraged. 

•  Example: the official IGM Italian 
Toponyms available as WFS from the 
Italian National Geoportal 



IGM	Italian	toponyms	into	geonames	
ontology	

•  IGM It toponyms consist in 716.707 points with attributes 
following the Feature Attribute Coding Catalogue (FACC) 

•  Administrative inclusion of the toponymes are attributed 
to points (region, province, city) 

•  114	categories	based	on	FACC.	



IGM	Italian	toponyms	into	geonames	
ontology	

•  Work done: 
–  Tentative mapping of 114 IGM toponymes categories to 

geonames featureCodes/featureClasses 
•  Issue: despite that FeatureClass and FeatureCodes are an evolution of 

FACC, currently they scarcely intersect and no official mapping is 
provided. 

•  Results: 
–  27 categories are not mapped to geonames (153k points) 
–  7 categories have multiple correspondent geonames codes/classes 
–  9 categories mapped to 4 featureCodes 

–  Initial XSLT tranformation of WFS toponymes to RDF 
representation 



IGM	Italian	toponyms	into	geonames	
ontology	

•  Next steps:  
–  Store	the	complete	RDF	representa1on	within	a	test	
triple	store	(possibly	enabling	geoSPARQL	
func1onality)	

–  Parallely	store	geonames.org	RDF	in	a	SPARQL	
endpoint	(partly	done)	

– Mapping	IGM	toponyms	to	geonames.org	toponyms	
(SPARQLing	or	using	Silk	or	other	tool)	

– Use	the	obtained	resources	for	tests	in	other	
applica1ons	relevant	to	historical	biodiveristy	
collec1ons	(e.g.	reverse	geocoding)	



Geographic	features	as	seman1c	
resources:	perspec1ves	

•  Future	perspec1ve:	seman1c	discovery	
– Find	phytoplankton	observa1ons	in	“oligotrophic	
lakes”	within	“alpine	region”	

•  O&M	Feature	of	interest	(sampled	features:	
use	seman1c	resources!)	


